Burgess, Davis & Sodt
for BOE

e-Mail: info@WestervilleStudentsFirst.com

August 23, 2013
TO: Tracy Davidson
Robert Edwards
Kevin Hoffman
Nancy Nestor-Baker
Rev. Rick Vilardo

Yesterday, we received the Westerville Education Association’s notice regarding its candidate
screening process. Its questionnaire asked what forms of campaign help should be offered to the
candidates the union may endorse for election.
As you know, members of Westerville’s Board of Education are required to engage in contract
negotiations with WEA. Any acceptance of its endorsement and campaign help is a clear violation of the
board’s Code of Ethics found in Bylaws and Policies Section 0123, Paragraph N, which states that board
members must “avoid conflicts of interest or the appearance thereof.”
The WEA has a longstanding practice of working to elect the very board members with whom it
negotiates. It is hard to imagine a greater conflict of interest, or a more blatant appearance of it in the
eyes of district residents. The success of this practice is evident when we see that nearly 85% of the
district’s operating money goes to salaries and benefits, limiting the funds available for its primary
mission of educating our kids. The WEA clearly has every legal right to do this, and likely will continue.
This arrangement works only because candidates ignore the ethical issues, participate in the
process, and accept their campaign help. We ask that you join us in putting an end to this process now.
Please decline to be interviewed. Please refuse to accept an endorsement, financial contributions and
campaign assistance in any form.
It’s time to stand up for the kids, the parents and the taxpayers of our school district. Let’s
conduct an ethical campaign and work to regain the public’s trust. Will you join us?
Jim Burgess
Luke Davis
John Sodt
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